Abstract-Based on the eigenvalue equations of vector fields E and H by extending Bloch theorem to the vector field Maxwell equations, the characteristics of 2-D dielectric rod array with square cross-section elements arranged in square lattice is analyzed in detail. From the numerical results, empirical expressions for both the relative bandwidth of frequency band gap and the midgap frequency with respect to the average permittivity, under the optimal filling fraction of dielectric/air in cross-section for wider bandwidth, are formulated by means of data fit.
INTRODUCTION
The photonic band gap material consisting of dielectric structures with a periodic index of refraction has been investigated for more than a decade, in which the propagation of electromagnetic waves is forbidden. This kind of structure has been used to suppress spontaneous emission or to form a special waveguide, whose frequency range is located in the band gap.
After E. Yablonovitch and S. John reported their pioneer research in experiments [1] [2] [3] , many others published their theoretical analyses, concerned with 3-D structures [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] or 2-D ones [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In classical analysis of a dielectric periodic structure, the eigenvalue equations are formulated by means of the plane wave expansion method of scalar field [5, 12] or vector field [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In numerical analysis, FDTD method is the first choice to carry out the wide-band frequency response of the periodic structure [24] . Transfer-matrix method is said to be a hybrid of time and frequency domain method, by which transmission spectrum can be retrieved directly [25, 26] . On the other hand, the task of engineers is to design the geometric parameters of the structure to satisfy a desired frequency response, rather than calculating the response from a given structure. In this article the simple formulation for relative bandwidth of frequency band-gap and the midgap frequency are provided, it must be a powerful tool in designing the PBG devices.
EIGENVALUE EQUATIONS FOR E AND H
The study of waves in periodic structures makes use of a single physical principle proposed by Floquet in 1884. Later extension of the theorem by Bloch covers multidimensional periodic structures in his treatment of electrons in a crystal and is referred to as the Bloch expansion. It describes the characteristics of the state function satisfying scalar Schrödinger equation for an electron in a periodic potential formed by the atom lattice. Bloch Theorem states that [31] : The eigenstate ψ of the one-electron Hamiltonian H = −h 2 ∇ 2 /2m + U ( r), where U r + R = U ( r) for all R in a Bravais lattice, can be chosen to have the form of a plane wave times a function with the periodicity of the Bravais lattice ψ n k ( r) = e j k· r u n k ( r) = e j k· r u n k r + R
For the Maxwell's equations of vector fields E and H, the plane wave expansion method was also employed in several references [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, a rigorous derivation of Bloch theorem for vector fields satisfying Maxwell's equations had not been found yet to the authors' knowledge. The authors think that the derivation is necessary since there are so many differences between Schrödinger equation and Maxwell's equations. After an extensive study, it turns out that anyone can finish this work as long as he follows the steps presented in Solid State Physics [31] and it is too straightforward to be listed here. From now on, we'll directly employ Bloch Theorem on E, H, D and B in a periodic structure. Assuming that the non-magnetic dielectric material under consideration is lossless, linear, anisotropic and periodically inhomogeneous. The relative permittivity in Maxwell equations is a dyadic (simply the subscript "r" is omitted)
where R is Bravais lattice vector.
Eigenvalue Equation for Vector Field E
The electric field E satisfies the following vector wave equation:
where ω is angular frequency, c is the velocity of light in free space. E ( r) can be expressed in Bloch waves:
where G are reciprocal lattice vectors and k locates in the irreducible zone of the first Brillouin zone in reciprocal lattice space. ( r) can be expressed in Fourier series as
where
whose integral region is a Wigner-Seit cell (simply, WS Cell) with volume V . Substituting Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) into Eq. (3), the eigenvalue equation for electric field E has a form:
Eigenvalue Equation for Vector Field H
The magnetic field H ( r) satisfies the following wave equation:
where η ( r) = ( r) −1 is also a dyadic with the same periodicity as ( r).
By expanding H ( r) in terms of Bloch waves as
and using the Fourier expansion for η ( r),
with its expansion coefficients
one can get the following eigenvalue equation in reciprocal lattice space for vector field H( r):
MODELING FOR COMPUTATION

Eigenvalue Equations in Matrix Form
The eigenvalue equation (7) of E can be simplified as (see Appendix A):
where superscript "T " means transpose, N is the truncated number of reciprocal lattice points involved (i.e., the truncated number of the Fourier expansion terms), and 0 is a zero dyadic. Then Eq. (13) can be rewritten as:
where "·" represents the dot-product operation between the elements of two matrices. This is the matrix form of the E eigenvalue equation, or say a generalized eigenvalue matrix equation.
The eigenvalue equation (12) of H can be rewritten as (see Appendix B):
then Eq. (15) has the form:
This is the matrix form of the H eigenvalue equation, i.e., an eigenvalue matrix equation. By solving the above eigenvalue Eq. (14) or (16) , the dispersive relation k-ω may be abstracted.
Reciprocal Lattice Vector G
In order to calculate the reciprocal lattice vector G in Eqs. (14) and (16) , expanding it in terms of three basis vectors 3 (where m, n, l are independent integers), and employing these bases as
(17) where a 1 , a 2 , a 3 are the basis vectors of the direct geometric lattice [31] .
In 2-D k space the basis vectors b 1 and b 2 can be expressed in form of a 1 and a 2 as
where A is the area of a WS Cell and z is the unit vector parallel to the axis of the rods.
The Fourier Coefficients of ( r) and η ( r)
Furthermore, the integrals of the Fourier coefficients G of ( r) in expansion (6) , and η G of η ( r) in (11) must be estimated for Eqs. (14) and (16), respectively. Let ξ ( r) represents ( r) or η ( r), and using subscripts "a" and "b" represent the inclusion and the host materials of the PBG structure, respectively, then the dyadic ξ ( r) can be expressed for any field point r and each lattice vector R as:
where the 3-D step-function 
where β = V a /V is defined as "filling fraction", V a is the volume of inclusion in a WS cell and the integral on WS cell is zero for G = 0.
In the case of isotropic material as
i I (where i = a or b) for H-equation, ξ can be degenerated appropriately and the characteristics of the PBG structure with respect to dyadic permittivity will be associated with the scalar dielectric constants a and b .
Notes about E and H Equations
Strictly speaking, only one matrix equation, Eq. (14) for electric field E or Eq. (16) for magnetic field H is necessary for the problem, the size of the matrix is changeable in different cases. Generally, the plane wave may be decomposited into T M and T E wave with respect to a specific vector. For 2-D rod structure, T M and T E wave are with respect to the axis of the rod. When Eq. (14) is employed, the matrix size will be 3N × 3N due to three components of E in 3-D case, or 2N × 2N due to two components of E in 2-D case with T E wave propagation, or N ×N due to one component of E in 2-D case with T M wave propagation. On the other hand, when Eq. (16) is employed, the matrix size will also be N × N due to one component of H in 2-D case with T E wave. The benefit from employing both E and H equations is that fields for T M and T E waves can be calculated independently from the matrix equation with same size of N × N . This will significantly reduce the computing time.
DISPERSION OF 2-D PBG STRUCTURE
In Eq. (14) or (16), vector k behaves as a parameter. For a given k, a set of eigen frequencies can be obtained after solving this eigenvalue matrix equation. When k changes smoothly in one way or another, the eigen frequencies obtained will also change smoothly. For a homogeneous dielectric medium, all the frequencies should merge into one continuous band. For a PBG structure, however, due to its periodical inhomogeneity, the frequencies are grouped into separated bands. When the gap between two frequency bands appears for all the k within the first Brillouin zone and all the polarizations of the vector field ( E or H), it is called an absolute (complete) band gap. Absolute band gaps are more likely present in 3-D periodic structure [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In 2-D case, the larger band gaps with respect to a single polarization (T E or T M) are present for all the k within the first Brillouin zone, but they do not overlap each other. Researches intend to realize the overlap of the band gaps of different polarizations [18] [19] [20] , and to find their engineering applications [21] [22] [23] . In this article, a 2-D structure with square lattice of square rods is fully analyzed. Fig. 1(a) shows the cross section of 2-D rectangular dielectric rods (W 1 × W 2 in size) arranged in a rectangular lattice (basis vectors are a 1 and a 2 ). The relative permittivities of rod and background are a and b , respectively. The Wigner-Seit Cell is also shown. Fig. 1(b) shows the correspondent reciprocal lattice (its basis vectors are b 1 and b 2 ) and the first Brillouin zone. In this zone, point Γ means k = 0 corresponding to the low frequency limit, point X means k = 0.5 b 1 , point M means k = 0.5 b 1 +0.5 b 2 . The vector k changes magnitude but keeps its direction in b 1 along segment ΓX, changes both magnitude and direction from vector ΓX to ΓM along segment XM , and changes magnitude but keeps its direction in ( b 1 + b 2 ) along segment ΓM . Thus the k-ω relation within the triangular area ( ΓXM ) indicates the complete dispersion characteristics of the structure, due to the geometric symmetry of the first Brillouin zone.
PBG Structure with Rectangular Lattice of Rectangular Rods
Define refraction index ratio α as:
where > = max( a , b ), and < = min lattice, the Fourier coefficients in Eq. (20) can be further evolved as:
where the filling fraction β = W 1 W 2 /a 1 a 2 .
The k-ω Relation
The PBG structure with square lattice of square rods is defined as a 1 = a x, a 2 = a y and
where N is the truncated number of the Fourier expansion terms or the truncated number of the reciprocal lattice points involved which can be divided into N 1 columns and N 2 rows. The dispersion curves shown in Fig. 2 for the case of dielectric rods (a = 0.012 m, W = 0.0048 m, b = 1.0, a = 10.2 and N = 121) is calculated from the E equation (14) with T M wave, in which band gaps are outlined as the shadow strips. The lower and upper limits of the first gap are f 1 = 7.1418 GHz and f 2 = 10.009 GHz, respectively. The dispersiveness with respect to the filling fraction β or refraction index ratio α will be focused at these two frequencies. Here the filling fraction is β = 0.16, the bandwidth of the gap for arbitrary propagation 
Convergence Discussion
The plane wave expansion is a classical method for analysis of the characteristics of photonic crystal. It is also well known for its poor convergence, so the number of the expansion terms must be large enough in order to give out a reasonable result. In order to learn about the effect of the term number to the accuracy of the band gap, two cases are considered here: square lattice of square air rods/dielectric host and square lattice of square dielectric rods/air background, and different equations (14) and (16) wave propagation respectively at different total cutoff N (N = N 1 ×N 2 , N 1 and N 2 are cutoffs along the individual lattice base).
(1) T M wave in square lattice of square dielectric rods using E and H equations respectively Table 1 presents the data calculated for the structure in Fig. 2 : a = 0.012 m, W = 0.0048 m, b = 1.0 , a = 10.2, by using E equation with T M wave. Frequencies f 1 and f 2 are also defined in Fig. 2 . Table 2 presents the data calculated for the same structure defined in Fig. 2 from H equation with the same T M wave.
The convergence trend of f 1 or f 2 in Table 2 is different from that in Table 1 . It seems that for square lattice of dielectric rods, a reasonable result can be obtained in a relatively less terms of the expansion from solving E equation than from solving H equation with the same T M wave. The frequencies computed using MPB ( [30] ) for the same structure are: f 1 = 7.1499 GHz, f 2 = 10.0157 GHz, (2) T E wave in square lattice of air rods using E and H equations respectively Table 3 presents the data calculated for the structure defined in Fig. 3 : a = 0.012 m, W = 0.01 m, b = 10.2 , a = 1.0, by solving E equation with T E wave. Frequencies f 1 and f 2 were defined in Fig. 3 . Table 4 presents the data calculated for the same structure defined in Fig. 3 by solving H equation with T E wave. Frequency f 1 or f 2 increases in Table 3 and decreases in Table 4 when N increases. This is due to the fact that, in E equation (14), the expansion term and the eigenvalue term happen to be on the same side and in H equation (24), they are on the different side and the truncating effect of the expansion will affect the eigenvalues in an opposite way. When N is large enough, they (f 1 in Table 3 and Table 4 , for example) should converge to the true value. One can find that E equation is more attractive than H equation with both T M and T E wave. This is not strange because if we rebuild ( r) using Eq. (5) as well as η ( r) using Eq. (10), we will find that the cutoff has less influence to ( r) due to its large peak value (not small than 1.0) than to η ( r) due to its small valley value (not great than 1.0) [8] . The only way to improve the convergence is to employ terms in Eq. (5) and Eq. (10) as many as possible. This can only be done by using iterative eigenvalue solver where no explicit matrix storage is necessary [27] [28] [29] . The frequencies computed by using MPB for the same structure are: f 1 = 8.4194 GHz, f 2 = 10.7212 GHz, ∆f/f 0 = 0.2405. A difference of −3.3% for ∆f/f 0 using E equation (N 1 × N 2 = 841) or −8.2% using H equation(N 1 × N 2 = 841) will be introduced, compared to the MPB result.
THE BANDWIDTH OF THE GAP AND THE MIDGAP FREQUENCY
As well known that the frequency band gap is caused by the periodic dielectric structure in certain state, there will not be any band gap if no periodicity (i.e., a = b ) presents. Nevertheless, how to choose the refraction index ratio α and the filling fraction β to maximize the gap bandwidth as well as how to predict the mid-gap frequency are interesting topics for engineering application of PBG structure.
The Relative Bandwidth of a Gap
Firstly, a review of notation in [8] is presented. The space-averaged permittivity of the structure had been proposed:
By rewriting ( r) in the form of
it is obvious that no variation of ( r) ( ∆ ( r) = 0) presents, no band gap will appear. Defining norm operation as (25) The optimal value of filling fraction β opt in the sense of maximizing the norm of ∆ ( r) was derived as
and the space-averaged permittivity became
for given a and b of materials [8] . Secondly, denoting ∆f/f 0 | opt as the relative gap bandwidth at β opt , and ∆f/f 0 | max as the maximum relative gap bandwidth at β max for given a and b . In order to find out the relationship among ∆f/f 0 | max , ∆f/f 0 | opt and | βopt as well as the relation between β opt and β max , extensive computation were made.
Square Lattice of Square Dielectric Rods
In the upper part of Table 5 the data were obtained by solving T M wave E equation at a set of values of the filling fraction β for given refraction index ratio α. The difference between ∆f/f 0 | max and ∆f/f 0 | opt is very small and one can use ∆f/f 0 | opt to predict ∆f/f 0 | max without significant accuracy loss. The most important discovery is that the curve of the normalized and shifted space-averaged is nearly identical to that of ∆f/f 0 | opt (See Fig. 4 ) and can be written in the mathematic expression:
where α = a / b > 1. Using this expression, one can predict the relative bandwidth of the first gap for square lattice of square rods for given a and b directly.
Furthermore, from a least square fit of the data, one can obtain fitting formulae for β max and ∆f/f 0 | max :
where α = a / b > 1. These formulae are based on the expression of β opt and | βopt , respectively. The data calculated from expressions (27) , (28) and (29) are also presented in the lower part of Table 5 for comparison purpose.
Square Lattice of Square Air Rods
For Square lattice of square air rods, α is defined as:
In this case, the filling fraction β max with respect to the maximum gap bandwidth ∆f/f 0 | max is not coincided with β opt . To make things worse, at β opt , there is no all direction band gap for every α. Data in Table 6 Again from a least square fit of the data, one can obtain the following fitting formulae:
where α = b / a > 1. The data calculated from expressions (30) and (31) are also presented in the second part of Table 6 for comparison. With expressions pair (25) and (27) or (28) and (29) or (30) and (31), one can readily predict the maximum relative gap bandwidth for dielectric rods or air rods when refraction index ratio α > 1 is given.
The Wavelength of the Midgap Frequency in Free Space
In the same way, we can obtain a fit formula for the wavelength of the midgap frequency in free space. 
Square Lattice of Square Dielectric Rods
For square lattice of square dielectric rods, the fit formula for the wavelength of the midgap frequency in free space at β opt is:
where α = a b > 1 and the fit formula for the wavelength of the midgap frequency in free space at β max is:
(33) Table 7 shows the difference between the calculated and fitted wavelength of the midgap frequency at β opt and β max when b = 1.0, a = 0.006 m. Table 8 shows the difference between the calculated and fitted wavelength of the midgap frequency at β opt and β max when b = 3.0, a = 0.036 m.
Square Lattice of Square Air Rods
The fit formula for the wavelength of the midgap frequency in free space is:
where α = b a > 1. Table 9 shows the difference between the calculated and fitted wavelength of the midgap frequency at β max when a = 1.0, a = 0.012 m. Table 10 shows the difference between the calculated and fitted wavelength of the midgap frequency at β max when a = 3.0, a = 0.036 m.
New Concept in Designing 2-D Dielectric PBG Structure
By means of the fitting formulae (27)-(34) mentioned above, for 2-D PBG structure of square dielectric rods arranged in square lattice , it is not necessary to solve eigenvalue equation, or do complicated numerical computation for designing its structure parameters. A programmable calculator is powerful enough to finish the task in the following steps:
(1) To determine the index ratio α = > / < by using Eq. (27) or (29) or (31) for a desired (maximum) gap bandwidth ∆f/f 0 . (2) To determine the lattice parameters a, b and a by using Eq. (32) or (34) for a desired midgap wavelength λ 0 in free space. (3) To determine the cross section size of the rods W by using Eq. (25) or (28) or (30) .
These procedures can be followed for other PBG structure as long as the relations similar to (27) -(34) are established.
CONCLUSION
Plane wave expansion is a powerful method to analyze dielectric PBG structure. By extending Bloch theorem to Electromagnetic wave case, not only do we establish a solid theoretical foundation, but also provide two general eigenvalue equations, which can be used to analyze linear, lossless, anisotropic, multi-dimensional, dielectric PBG structure. Numerical analysis of 2-D dielectric PBG material shows that simple relationships exist between the bandwidth of the gap or midgap frequency and the parameters of the structure (filling fraction, refraction index ratio, periodicity, space average permittivity, etc.). It is also found that the structure of the square lattice of square dielectric rods possesses larger maximum bandwidth of the first gap than that of the square lattice of square air rods at the same given refraction index ratio. Future work will be carried out on other geometry in 2-D structure (circular or other shape of the rod cross section, other lattice geometry) and also in 3-D structure.
APPENDIX A. THE SIMPLIFICATION OF TRI-VECTOR CROSS PRODUCT
w× w× E = 
APPENDIX B. SIMPLIFICATION OF THE VECTOR-DYADIC EXPRESSION
By using dyadic identity:
We have:
